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 The challenges of social acceptance of wind 
energy in Europe

 Some consequences…
 Drivers of social acceptance
 Implications for participation in energy 

implementation



 European wind resource and its exploitation
 Technological challenges
 Wider social challenges
 International projects:

▪ Good Practice Wind: http://project-gpwind.eu/

▪ Wise Power: http://www.ewea.org/eu-funded-projects/wise-power/

▪ IEA Wind,  Task 28: http://www.socialacceptance.ch/

http://project-gpwind.eu/
http://www.ewea.org/eu-funded-projects/wise-power/
http://www.socialacceptance.ch/


 Cuttings etc. 



 Impacts on implementation: costs, delay legal 
challenge

 Broader erosion of national support and failure on 
renewables targets;

 Increased emphasis on offshore development;
 More demanding regulations
 Innovation in developer strategies, ownership 

models etc







 Health and environmental impacts;

▪ Concerns over visual, bio-diversity, well-being impacts 
on local area etc;

 Fairness of decision-making process;
▪ Lack of trust in developers, regulators and the 

transparency of the consenting regime;

 Perceived distribution of costs & benefits;
▪ Fear that external companies accrue key benefits, while 

local communities bear main costs;



‘Universal’ factors:
Technological performance (noise, efficiency, cost); 
alternative technologies; references to wider narratives 
(climate change, energy security etc).

‘Political/Regulatory’ factors:
Trust; appropriateness of policy; compensation/subsidies; 
identification of ‘acceptable’ locations; defining expectations 
of stakeholders.

‘Project specific’ factors:
Project size; physical location; cumulative impacts; 
community make-up and attitudes; developer behaviour.



Multi-national 
power 
company. Part-local 

ownership in 
externally  driven 
project

Locally owned 
project  in  restricted 
private ownership

National Co-
operative, with no 
geographic focus of 
shareholders

Local Co-operative 
drawn entirely from 
host communities 



•Open/closed attitudes to change
•Consideration of alternatives 

•Trust/ suspicion of develop and 
regulators

•Cooperatives and positive initiatives 

• Impact Assessment
•Distribution of costs and benefits
•Transparency
•Deliberation/Authoritarian stances
•Community-Central focus
•Energy-spatial policy relationships

• Good practice and industry wide 
expectations

• Self-regulation

• Intra-sector completion

• Short termism

• Integrity and deliberation

• Community Strategies

• The role of visions and strategies
• Renewable targets
• Sharing of the climate imperative
• Energy security

International/

National

Strategies

Developers 
&

Wind 
Sector

Host 
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 Participation in terms of project development, 
ownership and implementation; 

▪ Helps address distribution of costs and benefits

 Participation in consenting and decision-
making;

▪ Promotes trust and addresses fairness issues

▪ Ameliorates project impacts.



 All countries experience increasing issues of local 
opposition, becoming acute in some;

 A multitude of case studies highlight the complexity of 
scale-actor-geography dynamics;

 No simple fix: requires initiatives by governments, 
regulators and communities.

 A need for  more radical experiments in:  
▪ Ownership? 
▪ Regulation?
▪ Developer practice? 
▪ Problem framing/communication? 
▪ Participation



 The social dimension to the 
implementation of energy policy;

 Complexities of social acceptance 
of wind energy;

 The role of participation and 
deliberation.



Thank you:
Any Questions?

E-mail: g.ellis@qub.ac.uk
Twitter: @gellis23 
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